Abstract-Myocardial infarction causes part of the left ventricle muscle to not receive adequate oxygen supply and may cause muscle remodelling. Myocardium remodelling affects the blood pumping efficiency of the heart. In this paper, a model to describe myocardial remodelling during myocardial infarction is coupled with myocardium material model through multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient. Passive filling simulations of a normal and abnormal left ventricles are done and it was found that the muscle stiffness is increased in abnormal LV, which is indicated by 0.19% difference in the end-diastolic volume. The tissue displacement is also distributed asymmetrically in the LV, which further affects the stiffness difference. Improvements of the simulation to include FSI and full cycle simulation can further enlight the capability of the model to predict myocardium infarct remodelling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Myocardial infarction (MI) occurs when blood flow to certain region in the heart myocardium is reduced due in the coronary artery, subsequently reduces oxygen supply to the myocardium. Affected myocardium may undergo physiological changes such as muscle remodelling to maintain the left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF). LVEF has been used as an indicator for acute myocardial infarction as recommended by the American Heart Association [1] .
Two most common physiological changes undergone by the myocardium are infarct expansion and extension. Infarct expansion causes disproportionate thinning and dilation of the infarct region. Infarct expansion usually occurs over a timeframe of weeks to months after MI. Meanwhile, infarct extension is a progressive increase in the amount of myocardial necrosis within the infarct zone of MI [2] . Unlike infarct expansion, the detailed mechanism of infarct extension remains not well understood. The work done by [3] has incorporated a realistic electromechanical model with fibre orientation to examine the formation of infarct extension using an idealised LV geometry. It was found that infarct extension might occur in an area of LV with increased myocardial stiffness. However, the model does not demonstrate the infarct growth during MI.
Growth can be modelled using the concept of multiplicative decomposition of deformation gradient [4] into an elastic part This research is funded by UMP Internal Grant RDU1803120. and a growth part. The elastic part similar to the original deformation gradient, when without considering the growth. Meanwhile, the growth part depends on the changes in the structure of the tissue, in this case, the myocardium. The growth is usually modelled such that it will evolve with time utilizing simple ordinary differential equations. Study done by [5] utilized the concept of multiplicative decomposition and evolution of growth to understand heart ventricles remodelling during hypertension. Myocardial infarct regions stiffen over time as a result of remodelling causing the ventricle to become weakens and dilates. Preliminary patient-specific simulations using multiplicative decomposition model has shown promising predictions of infarct growth and remodelling [6] .
However, previous works utilizing multiplicative decomposition do not consider blood flow or oxygen transport in the coronary vessels of the heart and their effects toward myocardium structural changes. The work done by [7] used oxygen diffusion equation and matrix metalloproteinase rate equation to quantify for myocyte death during myocardial infarction and then relate the changes of these variables with growth deformation gradient. Their work able to capture the effects of myocyte death in LV wall thinning and dilation.
In this study, a model of oxygen diffusion based on [7] is used to study myocardial infarction and its effects towards myocardium growth. An ideal LV geometry with passive constitutive material model of Lin and Yin [8] are used to simulate the effect of myocardial infarction and myocardium wall structural changes during passive diastolic filling phase.
II. METHODS

A. Left Ventricle Geometry and Fibre Orientation
The LV geometry is modelled based on a canine LV during end-systolic phase as has been done by [9] . The LV has an elliptical shape with the semi-major axis a = 46.92 mm and semi-minor axis b = 27.84 mm with each axis has thickness of t a = 6.83 mm and t b = 12.42 mm. The base of the LV is at a height h = 60.14 mm from the apex.
The LV is divided into 6 equal layers, each layer has its own fibre orientation f that makes an angle α from the local circumferential direction t 2 . The fibre angle α is in the range of −60
• in the epicardium to 60
• in the endocardium. Figure 1 shows the direction of f, s, and n in a cube slice of myocardium tissue taken from an idealized LV geometry. The definition of the fibre orientation f, sheet fibre orientation s, and normal direction n in a piece of myocardium tissue taken from the LV geometry. Here, the LV geometry is drawn such that it is divided into 6 layers with an infarcted region, represented by the rectangular stripe.
B. Multiplicative Decomposition of Deformation Gradient
Let F be the deformation gradient tensor that relates both reference B 0 and current B configurations of a point in a body. F can be multiplicatively decomposed into an elastic part F e and a growth part F g as shown in the Fig. 2 below, such that:
The elastic deformation gradient tensor F e can be further decomposed into volumetric and isochoric parts as:
whereF e is the isochoric elastic deformation gradient, which will be useful in defining the reduced strain invariants for the constitutive model of the myocardium later. Meanwhile, the growth deformation gradient tensor F g is defined as a function of an internal growth variable θ, which characterizes the growth in the muscle sheet fibre direction n [7] , given by:
Further, the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor can be defined as:
where C e = F T e F e .
C. Oxygen Diffusion and Growth Equations
Our heart muscle tissues require constant oxygen supply. Obstruction of the left coronary artery will block the blood supply through myocardium leading to insufficient oxygen for cell metabolism. This will eventually resulting in the thinning of the left ventricular wall [cite saez] and affecting its functionality. Oxygen concentration [O 2 ] of myocardium can be modelled using a diffusion equation as:
where D is the oxygen diffusion constant and q is the oxygen source. In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we assumed q = 0. However, q can be defined as a function of [O 2 ] for a more complete oxygen diffusion equation. The evolution of the growth variable θ in terms of oxygen concentration can be defined as:
where
and
Here, τ and n control the evolution of θ with time, while θ m is the steady-state threshold of θ. From these equations, θ > 1 is a positive growth representing the thickening of the left ventricle myocardium, while θ < 1 is a negative growth or the thinning of the myocardium wall [7] . It should be noted that the oxygen diffusion and growth equations are dimensionless (except for parameter D).
D. Constitutive Model of Myocardium
For this study, a constitutive model from the Lin and Ying material model [8] is adopted for the myocardium wall material. It is defined by a strain energy density function as:
where K s is the material bulk modulus and
Here, J 1 and J 4 are the first and fourth invariants of the isochoric elastic right Cauchy-Green deformation tensorC e = F T eFe , which are defined as:
The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is then determined by:
with E e is the elastic Green's strain tensor. Accounting for the growth deformation gradient tensor F g , the total second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is given as:
E. Numerical Procedure
The oxygen diffusion equation will require an initial conditions. The infarcted region is assumed to have an initial [O 2 ] = 0.1, while the normal region has [O 2 ] = 1. Meanwhile, the initial value for growth variable is set at θ = 1. In addition, for the mechanical model, the base of the LV is fixed in the z-direction, while the inner edge of the base is fixed in all directions. The passive filling is simulated by inflating the LV to end-diastolic state by applying a pressure of 2 kPa linearly and incrementally under a sufficiently long time step. This is to allow for time-dependent simulation of the oxygen diffusion to be coupled with the quasi-static mechanical simulation. Table 1 lists all of the parameters value used for the mathematical model proposed. Two different simulations are carried out, namely: (1) normal LV without MI; and (2) LV with MI in about half of the height between the base and the apex (as shown in Fig. 1 ). The simulations are carried out using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a standard PDE and nonlinear mechanics solvers. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All simulations were performed for time 10000 s using smaller steps to allow the LV to inflate slowly until reaching an end-diastolic state. Figures 3 and 4 show the distribution of Meanwhile, Fig. 5 shows the variation of θ and [O 2 ] with time. The variation strongly depends on τ and n (not shown here) and small value of τ will results in faster myocardium tissue death. However, the actual parameters value are not available in literature and curve fitting has to be done for better implementation. The diffusion-advection model of myocardial oxygen transport done by [10] can be implemented in the future to obtain a more realistic oxygen evolution curve. Figure 6 shows the variation of myocardium displacement u for normal and abnormal (infarcted LV) cases during passive end-diastolic. It can be seen that for the abnormal LV, the tissue displacement on the right side (i.e.: where the infarct is located) is lower than the left side. This can be seen clearly on the Fig. 6(c) . The lack of oxygen causes myocyte death and becomes thin [7] as well as makes it stiffer than usual as shown in Fig. 6 . This eventually causing the LV to not expanding symmetrically as shown by normal LV simulations. As a result, Table 1. the abnormal LV will not reach similar end-diastolic volume as normal LV, as illustrated in the Fig. 7 .
From Fig. 7 , it can be seen that the abnormal LV reached slightly less end-diastolic volume with percentage different of only 0.19%. Although the difference is small, it can be seen that the model is able to predict the increase in myocardium stiffness during myocardial infarction. MRI and finite element simulations done by [11] determined that the infarct region is stiffer than the rest of myocardium for after 1 week post-MI. In another one of their studies [12] , it was found that the infarct region becomes 20 times stiffer than normal myocardium, but the stiffness gradually decreasing over 12 weeks post-MI due to LV dilation and reduced ejection fraction. To better simulate MI infarct remodelling, a full cardiac cycle should be simulated either using solid-only or FSI simulations.
IV. CONCLUSION
Myocardium remodelling during MI has been simulated using model coupling of solid mechanics and oxygen diffusion equations-based muscle growth models. The infarct remodelling during passive filling phase shows that the infarcted LV becomes stiffer than normal LV, as indicated by asymmetrical tissue displacement distribution in the LV. Further improvement on the simulation techniques such as by using FSI to simulate a full cardiac cycle can provide more insights related to the LV volume changes and ejection fraction.
